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eral It is hard, shining-, transparent and cit-
ron-colored. When dissolved in alcohol or
turpentine it makes a beautiful and very
durable varnish.
COPENHAGEN, kopenJia'gen, debt-
iiabk, the capital and largest city of the
country, situated on the islands of Amager
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and Zealand. The strait separating the two
forms an excellent harbor and is crossed by
two bridges. The city is handsomely laid
out with gardens and fine buildings. It is
the seat of the government and the residence
of the king. Among the principal build-
ings are the Church of Our Lady; Holmens
Kirke, dating from the seventeenth century;
the Church of our Redeemer; the Roseborg
Palace; the Exchange, dating from the sev-
enteenth century; the Glyptothek, containing
a very choice collection of sculpture; the new
art museum; the royal library, containing
540,000 volumes; the National Museum, and
the Thorwaldsen Museum, containing Thor-
waldsen's grave and a fine collection of his
works of art, which he bequeathed to Copen-
hagen. Copenhagen also contains a uni-
versity, the only one in Denmark and the
oldest one in Northern Europe. It was
founded in 1478, and contains a library of
300,000 volumes.
The city is the chief center of Scandi-
navian literature, science and art. Ship-
building is extensively carried on here, and
there are machine shops, sugar refineries,
chemical works and textile factories, The
commerce is very important, and more than
one-half of Denmark's trade passes through
Copenhagen. The name mesas merchants?
 haven. King Christopher, the Bavarian, in
1443 made the place the capital of the king-
dom. It has withstood several sieges, among
which was the one by King Charles X of
Sweden (1G5S-1660), when Copenhagen
saved the Danish monarchy, and the one
by the English in 1807, when a part of the
city was destroyed. Population, 1921. 666 -
159; 1931, 770,000.
COPERNICUS, ko purni kus, nicholas
(1473-1543), a famous astronomer, the first
man of science to announce the theory of the
movement of the planets about the sun. He
was born at Thorn, Poland. Having studied
medicine at Cracow, he afterward devoted
himself to mathematics and astronomy, and
in 1500 he taught mathematics at Rome with
great success. Returning to his own coun-
try, he entered into holy orders, was made a
canon in the Cathedral of Frauenburg and
began to work out his new system of as-
tronomy. Doubting that the motions of the
heavenly bodies could be so confused and so
complicated as the Ptolemaic system made
them, he was induced to consider the sim-
pler hypothesis that the sun was the center-
around which the earth and the other planets
revolve.
Besides this fundamental truth, Copernicus
anticipated, for he can scarcely be said to-
have proved, many other of the principal
facts of astronomical science, such as the
motion of the earth on its axis and the
immense distance of the stars, which made
their apparent position the same from any
part of the earth's orbit. The great work in
which Copernicus explained his theory was
completed in 1530, but it was not given to the
world until twelve years later, because of
popular prejudice against new ideas.
COPLEY, Jcopli, john singleton (1737-
1815), an American painter of historical
subjects, and of portraits, born in Boston,
Mass. He traveled extensively in Europe,
and after 1776 he settled in London. He was
elected a member of the Royal Academy in
1783. His most celebrated picture is the
Death of Lord Chatham, now in the National
G-allery. Among his famous portraits are
likenesses of Mrs. Boylston, in Harvard
Memorial Hall, and of Mary Storer, in the
Metropolitan Museum.
COPPER, one of the most useful of metals,
of a- slightly-reddish color and about nine
times as heavy as water. This metal is
familiar in every household; it forms the

